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1. Introduction 
The title of Philip Levine’s poem and book, “What Work Is,” contains a promise. It 
says to us as readers, “now I am going to tell you what work is.” However, the definition of 
“work” is ultimately left open to interpretation with a meaning that is conveyed in shifting and 
contradictory terms. Is “work” an activity that we engage to make money? This definition 
would match many of the situations we encounter in Levine’s poetry, which describe men and 
women doing intense and dangerous physical work in factories. Or is “work” something more 
subtle and elusive? Is poetry work? Is poetry work even if the poet is never paid for her work? 
All of these questions are raised for us as readers of Levine’s poetry, and we are left to seek 
our own answers.  
In this paper I will examine specific instances of Levine’s use of the word “work,” 
starting from the poem “What Work Is” and expanding my search from there to include his 
essay “My Lost Poets.” It is my hope to come to a deeper understanding of how Philip Levine 
is defining work, not just as an academic exercise, but in order to clarify my own thinking 
about what exactly work is, particularly as a literary writer. I have a relatively clear 
understanding of what it means to be a teacher, but what does it mean to work as a writer? 
Why this work is worthwhile, even when it is bewilderingly difficult and demands hours and 
hours in concentration and uninterrupted solitude?  
 
2. What Work is in “What Work Is” 
As I begin reading “What Work Is” from the eponymous collection What Work Is,  I 
hope that Philip Levine will have the answers to all of my questions. The opening lines look 
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promising, with the mention of work coming immediately in a two-line sentence that decisively 
concludes the second line, followed by a dismissive assertion:  
 
We stand in the rain in a long line  
waiting at Ford Highland Park. For work.  
You know what work is—if you’re  
old enough to read this you know what  
work is, although you may not do it.  
   (Levine 1991, Kindle Loc 294) 
 
Work is what you wait for at Ford Highland Park, and the speaker in the poem tells us twice, 
emphatically and directly, “you know what work is.” In the setting of the “long line” outside of 
the factory, this “work” seems to correspond most directly with definition 4 from the New 
Oxford American Dictionary: “mental or physical activity as a means of earning income” 
(Kindle Loc. 606600). In this case we can assume that the work is physical rather than mental, 
and furthermore—as we can see from the long line—this is not work to be engaged in with joy, 
but work to be endured in exchange for money.  
The repeated “you know what work is” indicates that even consideration of the 
question, “What is work?” is absurd. Work is such a simple and basic concept, understood by 
anyone old enough to read these lines of poetry. We have two definitions of work from the 
poem so far. The first is simply physical labor for money; the type of work that is described in 
“Fear and Fame” (Levine 1991, Kindle Loc 50), when the speaker descends into the “pickling 
tank” and mixes acids), and so many other Levine poems. 
The second definition of work though is deceptively elusive. “You know what work is.” 
This tells us that “work” is something everyone understands; something so simple that it  
doesn’t deserve contemplation; something that all of us do. In this definition we get a sense of 
the universality of “work” but no actual description of what work is.  
By the conclusion of the poem however, we get a completely different definition of 
work. The person referred to as “you” thinks that he sees his brother and is overwhelmed by a 
feeling a love, but this love is unexpressed. 
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How long has it been since you told him  
you loved him, held his wide shoulders,  
opened your eyes wide and said those words,  
and maybe kissed his cheek? You’ve never  
done something so simple, so obvious,  
not because you’re too young or too dumb,  
not because you’re jealous or even mean  
or incapable of crying in  
the presence of another man, no,  
just because you don’t know what work is. 
(Levine 1991, Kindle Loc 294) 
 
In this context, the person addressed as “you” has never openly conveyed his love to his brother. 
Why? Because he doesn’t know what work is.  
These lines don’t give us a clear definition of “work,” but they do clearly say that if we 
knew what work was, we would openly express our love of our brother, both with words “I love 
you” and the physical actions of holding his shoulders and kissing his cheek. This “work” is 
very different from the “work” that one waits for in a long line at Ford Highland Park. This is 
the work of openly acknowledging a connection with a brother.  
We can easily broaden this specific brother to be representative of all our brothers; 
all our sisters, parents, children, cousins, relatives, and even go further to understand the 
brother as a metaphor for anyone that we may encounter, whether it be our spouse in the 
intimacy of our home, or a stranger on a crowded subway during rush hour.  
 If we understand the brother in these broader terms, then we may see work as the 
effort required to express our love towards our fellow human beings, or the effort required to 
truly make a connection with another person, whether through deeds, speech, or—in the case 
of poetry—through writing.  
This idea of “work as love” is drastically different from the idea of “work as labor” 
initially introduced in “What Work Is.” Work as labor is the work that everyone does and knows 
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so thoroughly that even to ask about it seems foolish; this is the “you-know-what-work-is” 
work. However, there is an important connection between both “works.” The second work in 
the poem—the work of trying to love others; the work of trying to establish a connection; the 
work of getting out of oneself and not being alone—this work, just like the “work as labor,” is 
something that all of us engage in; something that all of us know. It has an ineffable quality 
to it because the task is so monumental. “Work as labor” is universal and too obvious to deserve 
discussion. “Work as love” is universal and often too difficult to discuss. Both works are united 
in their ineffability and universality.  
 
3. Work in Physics 
 With the above section drifting into ineffable abstraction, it may be helpful to 
reground this discussion by looking at “work” in terms of physics, at a level even more basic 
and fundamental then work as labor. The following equation and definition are From the 
Science Trends  website:  
 
W  = F × D × cos(Θ) 
In physics, we say that a force does work  if the application of the force 
displaces an object in the direction of the force. In other words, work is 
equivalent to the application of a force over a distance. The amount of work a 
force does is directly proportional to how far that force moves an object 
(Bolano 2019).  
This definition from physics matches easily with the first notion of “work as labor” 
offered at the start of “What Work Is.” Men and women apply forces that move (or alter) objects. 
As in the case of “Fear and Fame” (Levine 1991, Kindle Loc 50), a boy mixes “hydrochloric” 
and “pale nitric” and makes something.   
Can this physics definition of work offer us any insight into the more abstract idea of 
“work as love?” Is there a force at work when “you” hold your brother and tell him you love 
him? Where is the object? What is being displaced? Perhaps the object is the mortal human 
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body itself, and the displacement is the movement towards something higher and more 
ethereal; something divine and unspeakable, a connection that brings people out of their 
limited physical selves and connects them with something larger. Perhaps this larger 
something  is ultimately unknowable, and we do “work” as we strive towards it. Similarly, a 
complete and perfect connection with another person may also be an unattainable goal. And 
yet all of us—consciously or unconsciously, through myriad different forms and actions—strive 
towards this unattainable, ineffable goal of escaping our own isolation, connecting with others, 
and in turn, connecting with something much larger than our selves. 
 
4. Further Insights Into What Work is in “My Lost Poets” 
Levine’s essay “My Lost Poets” (Levine 2016, p. 3) offers us further insight into his 
notion of “work.” He tells us that as a young child, before he even had any notion of poetry or 
writing poems, he found a voice within himself:  
I had discovered a voice within myself I’d had no idea had been there, a voice 
that could speak of all the things I would never have dared share with anyone, 
a voice that tried to consider the value of being alive, the sense of what it was 
to be alive, not so much as Philip Levine or any other Levine or any other Philip, 
just to be alive (p. 5). 
This passage connects with the notion that I explored above about “work” being 
something that pushes us beyond ourselves, leading us to connect with something larger. 
Levine says the voice can speak of the value of being alive, not as a particular individual, but 
as something that experiences life itself. It seems that this basic experience of life would be 
the most fundamental and universal experience, shared not only by humans from diverse 
situations, but even cats, praying mantises, and dandelions. Why did Philip Levine as a child 
feel that this voice that “tried to consider the value of being alive” was speaking about 
something that he “would never have dared to share with anyone?”  
There seems to be a parallel here and in his poem “What Work Is.” In that poem, 
although obviously it expands to be about so much more, on one level it can be read a speaker 
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talking to his younger self, addressing himself as “you.” The speaker is older and wiser and he 
tells his younger self “you don’t know what work is,” because he remembers that as a young 
man he was unable to hold his brother and speak openly of his love for him. Similarly, in this 
essay, Levine as a young child hears an inner voice talking about love and life, and these are 
things he feels that he can’t talk about with anyone.  
We have some need to guard ourselves from deep and raw emotions, even from a frank 
acknowledgment that we are alive. Where does this resistance come from? Why is it so hard to 
tell someone how much we love them? Why do we choose so often to drink some more plum 
wine and scroll mindlessly through social media instead of reflecting on the miraculousness 
of each individual breath?  
It takes work  to move beyond the physical realm of our bodies and our simple physical 
desires. It takes work  to acknowledge that we are all spiritual and emotional entities 
inhabiting bodies that will inevitably die. It take work to accept that a perfect connection with 
another person may ultimately be impossible, and yet still continuing strive towards 
establishing that connection.  
In “My Lost Poets,” Philip Levine describes himself sitting in the “crotch of a copper 
tree,” composing his first unwritten poems. Remembering that time, he writes: 
 
If you stood in the crotch of a copper beech and inhaled the thick atmosphere 
after rain or just before rain and closed your eyes you might come to believe 
you were in that fabled garden we were given and later lost, and you might 
want to speak to all the wonders of our human inheritance, you might even 
want to say thanks for being a creation in a world of other creations. You might 
want no longer to be alone and misunderstood, and for that you needed poetry 
(p. 3). 
 
At that time in his life, though he had likely experienced work in the sense of physical labor in 
exchange for income, he had no sense of the work of poetry that lay ahead of him. He writes: 
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I did not then know that the work ahead—the writing of poetry—would take years, 
that what I had begun almost by chance in the crotch of a copper beech would 
become the work of my lifetime, what I would labor to perfect for seventy years 
and always fail to reach a perfection (p. 5). 
Is the writing of poetry related to this open expression of love; this attempt to find a 
connection with another person? There is an inherent sadness in never ultimately being able 
to “perfect” this connection with another person. Perhaps that is where the truly hard “work” 
comes into the picture. We work at a task that we know will never be completed. 
 I may spend hours, days, or even years trying to perfect a poem. What am I really 
trying to do? What am I trying to do with this paper? I am trying to write something that can 
reach across space and time and find resonance with another person. I am trying to move 
beyond the confines of myself. I am trying to do the work of love. 
 
Conclusion 
And now I find myself with the difficult work of bringing this paper to a conclusion. I 
would like to end with a paradox encapsulated in a quote attributed to by Mahatma Gandhi: 
“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” This captures the 
spirit of committing deeply to writing a poem that will connect with other people. I want my 
poetry to be in the service of others. In order to do that, I am going to have to sacrifice many 
things that I might be tempted to do for myself. I will have to decline invitations to parties 
and spend many hours in self-imposed solitude. 
 To add yet another paradox, in an interview with Jake Marmer of Tablet,  Philip Levine 
spoke of his mentor and said “Berryman, was the one who gave me insight into how to become 
a better poet, and I saw the ferocity with which he pursued poetry. I thought: ‘I’m going to 
have to be that ferocious if I’m going to make it.’  And I became that ferocious. Poetry right at 
the center.” I am fascinated by Levine’s word choice in “ferocious.” This is an attitude I would 
expect from a world champion kick-boxer. There seems to be a quality of selfishness and 
competition. However, if this “ferocity” is dedicated to “work-as-love;” the monumental task 
of writing poems that will truly resonate with others, then ultimately there is something 
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selfless in that selfishness.  
 By taking this opportunity to look deeply into Levine’s poems, prose, and his complex 
definitions of work, I feel very much like the person in “What Work Is:” “Suddenly, [I] can 
hardly stand/ the love flooding me,” for all of the people who have supported me and helped 
me to become a better writer. I hope I can  write poems, stories—and even academic papers 
such as this one—that will be meaningful for other people, enabling me to establish a 
connection between you and I, even if we never meet.   
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The title of Philip Levine’s poem and book, “What Work Is,” suggests that the author will tell us 
the answer to the question of what exactly “work” is. However, the definition of “work” is 
ultimately left open to interpretation with a meaning that is conveyed in shifting and contradictory 
terms. Is “work” an activity that we engage to make money? Or is “work” something more subtle 
and elusive? Is poetry work? Is poetry work even if the poet is never paid for her work? All of 
these questions are raised for us as readers of Levine’s poetry, and we are left to seek our own 
answers. In this paper I will examine specific instances of Levine’s use of the word “work,” 
starting from the poem “What Work Is” and expanding my search from there to include his essay 
“My Lost Poets.” It is my hope to come to a deeper understanding of how Philip Levine is defining 
work, not just as an academic exercise, but in order to clarify my own thinking about what exactly 
work is.
